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Abstract 

The concrete dam can prevent flooding events and 

generate a vast amount of electricity, and it is a critical 

national infrastructure. However, it is easy to get cracked, 

and cracks usually pose significant potential threats to the 

safety of the concrete dam. Many researchers have done 

much research on dam crack protection and explored 

various rules to protect the concrete dam from cracks. 

However, the complex and irregular distribution of cracks 

make this task a very challenging research issue. In this 

paper, the feature importance of crack influencing factors 

is firstly analyzed. Then, the Recurrent Neural Network 

(RNN) is introduced for dam crack modeling. Next, the 

crack width of the Longyangxia Dam is modeled and 

tested by using the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). Finally, 

experimental results show that our proposed RNN-based 

method can effectively predict the crack change of the 

concrete dam. 

Keywords: Concrete dam, Crack opening prediction, 

LSTM, Recurrent Neural Network 

1 Introduction 

Neural network algorithms can automatically learn 

the characteristic information of complex systems [1-2], 

and their main advantages are that they can learn 

uncertain and sophisticated systems. Thus, neural 

network algorithms are widely used, such as machine 

vision [3-4], internet of vehicles [5], wind power [6], 

water conservancy [7-9], wireless sensor networks 

(WSNs) [10-12]. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is 

a kind of neural network that can solve the temporal 

problems effectively [13-14]. This paper focuses on the 

modeling of concrete dam crack with RNN.  

The concrete dam can prevent flooding events and 

generate a vast amount of electricity, and it is a critical 

national infrastructure. However, dames are prone to 

get cracked in practical projects. Cracks pose a severe 

threat to the safety of concrete dam structure, and 

about a third of dam failures are caused by cracks [15-

16]. To prevent damage to the reservoir caused by 

cracks, many researchers have carried out a lot of 

experimental studies on dam cracks, such as dam crack 

path [17]and dam crack criteria: stress pattern [18], 

energy pattern [19], stress intensity factor [20-21] 

criterion.  

The cracks are caused by the external force. The 

difference between the stress intensity factor and the 

cohesive intensity factor at the crack tip produces the 

crack. The reason for Gongboxia Dam crack by 

structural stress and temperature stress is analyzed in 

[22], where temperature stress is the main factor. And 

the water level of the reservoir may be the leading 

cause of the vertical crack. Authors in [23] analyzed 

the main reason of Xiaowan Dam cracks. The change 

of dam stress and the deformation of the dam body 

result in the instability of dam structure, which leads to 

cracks. In [24], the scaled boundary finite element 

method coupled with the cohesive crack model was 

extended to investigate the hydraulic fracture at the 

dam-foundation interface. The water pressure in 

fracture was studied therein. The results showed that 

the water pressure of the crack would cause the 

overflow to increase and the crack to expand. 

The prediction of crack opening, crack length and 

crack direction of concrete surface are of great 

significance for improving the service life and 

sustainability of structures. In the paper [25], the 

propagation criterion of I-II mixed mode crack in 

concrete is presented. The criterion combined with the 

finite element method can predict the initial crack load, 

ultimate bearing capacity and crack development 

trajectory of mixed-mode I–II fracture in concrete 

structures accurately. The paper [26] can predict the 

propagation path of the crack by characterizing the 
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fracture characteristics of spatial variation as random 

fields, simulated the propagation of the heterogeneous 

cohesive crack. Paper [27] proposed a judgment 

method of crack generation. It can predict the crack 

propagation. However, these methods require highly 

accurate boundary conditions for numerical simulation 

[28].  

In order to explore reliable fracture models, this 

paper introduced the RNN to train the model. We aim 

to train the RNN model, which can predict the crack 

opening in the next 11 months based on the historical 

data of 10 months data. Training a neural network 

requires many data. The internet of things can provide 

data by WSNs [29-33]. This paper, the training data 

comes from the sensors of the Longyangxia Dam. The 

paper [34-35] showed the novel calculation method of 

vector spaces. It is enlightening for us to propose a new 

linear similarity evaluation method. 

The main contributions of this paper are summarized 

as follows: 1) The RNN is applied to study the 

concrete dam cracks problem. The crack of Chinese 

Longyangxia Dam is analyzed and modeled, and the 

validity of the model is verified. 2) The loss function of 

RNN training is defined to increase the accuracy of the 

training process. 3) We proposed a method to evaluate 

the accuracy of linear regression prediction problems. 

2 Background 

2.1 Recurrent Neural Network 

Many improved RNNs have emerged in recent years. 

LSTM and GRU are famous for their excellent 

performance in the temporal problems. The authors in 

[36] proposed the Long short-term memory (LSTM) to 

improve the RNN. It introduced the concept of gate. 

The LSTM cell has an input gate, an output gate, and a 

forget gate. The input gate is used to pick useful 

information. The forget gate is used to delete useless 

information. The output gate is used to control output 

information. Formula 1-7 is LSTM. 
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where t is the time. , ,

t t tf i z  are the forget gate, input 

gate, and output gate, respectively. t

x  is the input 

matrix. t

h  is the hidden output at time t. 1t

h
−  is the 

hidden output at time t-1 which used to store short-

term information. t

O  is the output. t

c  is used to save 

long term information. , , , ,f i g z oW W W W W  are the 

weight parameter matrix of the corresponding function. 

, , , ,f i g z ob b b b b  are the bias of the corresponding 

function. 

Due to the gate scheme, LSTM can capture long-

term dependencies. Nevertheless, the LSTM cell is too 

complicated. There are too many training parameters, 

which need more computing resources. On the one 

hand, researching the scheme of high-performance 

computing, such as edge computing [37-41]. On the 

other hand, authors [42] simplified the structure of the 

LSTM cell, proposed the GRU. It simplified the input 

gate, renamed it to update gate, and removed the output 

gate. The structure of the GRU cell is more 

straightforward than that of the LSTM cell, which 

reduced the training parameters. The equations are list 

below in (8)-(12). 
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where * is Hadamard product. t is the time. t

x  is the 

input matrix at time t. t

h is the hidden output at time t. 
1t

h
−  is the hidden output at time t-1. It’s used to store 

short-term memory information. t

z  is the update gate. 
t

r  is the reset gate. , , ,
z r o

W W W W  are the weight 

parameter matrix of the corresponding function. 

, ,
z r o
b b b  are the bias of the corresponding function. 

Although the GRU simplifies the LSTM parameters, 

the performance is almost similar. 

On the other hand, the time flow of LSTM and GRU 

is one-way in the training process. LSTM and GRU 

only use historical information to train a model. 

However, we need to use temporal information to train 

the current state sometimes. Therefore, the paper [43] 

proposed the Bidirectional RNN (BiRNN), which can 

be trained by using historical information or future 

information. 

2.2 Longyangxia Dam 

Longyangxia hydropower station is an arch dam in 
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the upper reaches of the Yellow River in China. Its 

main parts include the main dam, the gravity piers, the 

gravity auxiliary dam, the concrete arch dam, the 

drainage buildings, the diversion buildings, and the 

hydropower station (see Figure 1). The total length of 

the water-retaining front of the Longyangxia Dam is 

1226m. And the length of the main dam is 396m. The 

check flood level of the reservoir is 2607m. The 

average water level in front of the dam is 2600m. The 

flood season limit water level is 2594m. The 

Longyangxia project began in December 1979, and the 

water storage began in October 1986. After water 

storage, cracks began to appear. By 1999, about 135 

cracks appeared on the downstream surface at the 

elevation of 2500 ~ 2570m. And 125 cracks were 

monitored by using sensors such as crack gauge and 

thermometer sensors. The recorded data of crack 

included crack width and crack temperature. The 

recorded data of the environment included upstream 

water level, downstream water level, and 

environmental temperature.  

 

Figure 1. General layout plan of Longyangxia Dam 

2.3 Crack Opening 

When the crack tip reaches the maximum allowable 

strain, the crack will continue to expand. The 

calculation formula of the crack opening is shown in 

Equation 13. 

 
*

0

4
( )

p
K a r x

e

σ

= + −  (13) 

where 
0

K  is the crack width, E is the elastic modulus, 

σ  is the stress around the crack, a is half of the crack 

length, *

p
r  is the radius of the plastic zone, and x is the 

distance from the crack tip to the point. The crack 

opening is proportional to the stress, which is caused 

by the external load. 

3 Dam Crack Opening Prediction Model 

3.1 Network Structure 

LSTM and GRU have an excellent performance in 

sequence data [44-45]. In this paper, the networks with 

recurrence depth of 4 are studied (Figure 2). The input 

layer and hidden layers are recurrent layers. The output 

layer is Dense. To compare different recurrent 

framework of RNN, we employ three scheme. It is 

shown in Table 1. Scheme A consists of GRU and 

LSTM. The input layer is GRU. The remaining 

recurrent layers are LSTM, LSTM, and GRU, 

respectively. Scheme B consists of LSTM. The 

recurrent layers are LSTM. Scheme C consists of GRU. 

The recurrent layers are GRU. 

 

Figure 2. Network structure. t(n) is the input at time n 

Table 1. RNN configuration 

Layers Scheme A Scheme B Scheme C 

1 GRU LSTM GRU 

2 LSTM LSTM GRU 

3 LSTM LSTM GRU 

4 GRU LSTM GRU 

5 Dense Dense Dense 

 

3.2 Improved Loss Function 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Square 

Error (MSE) are commonly used loss functions in 

regression problems. MAE is shown in Equation (14). 

MSE is shown in Equation (15). 
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where 
i
y  is the real value, p

i
y  is the predicted value, 

and n is the length of training.  
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For better robustness, we combine the equation 14 

and 15. And we defined a loss function, Mean 

Absolute and Square Error (MASE) in Equation 16 

below. 

 * (1 )*MASE MAE MSEα α= + −  (16) 

where a is the weight coefficient. When training the 

model, the value of α needs to be adjusted according to 

the training loss and validate loss. 

3.3 Experimental Setup 

In this paper, the cracks data of Longyangxia Dam 

were used to train the model. The researchers have 

measured 125 of the 135 cracks from the year 1985 to 

2000. 

3.3.1 Data Filtering 

Some cracks cannot be used for training due to a few 

training samples. Therefore, we deleted the crack that 

training samples less than 40. Since recording 

frequency was different, sometimes once a month, 

sometimes several times a month. Only one set of valid 

values was retained each month to align the data. The 

useless values were replaced by an average of the first 

five times.  

‧ There are some defects in the data of cracks. 

‧ There are a few cracks that did not measure enough 

data. 

‧ There are missing values and useless values. 

‧ The recording frequency of each crack is not fixed. 

3.3.2 Standardization 

The basis of the objective function is that assuming 

all of the features are zero means and have the same 

magnitude of variance in most learning algorithms. If 

the variance of a feature is several magnitudes more 

significant than that of others, it will occupy a 

dominant role in the learning algorithm in the training 

process. Other features cannot be adequately learned. It 

results in the low accuracy of the trained model. 

In Figure 3, there are some outliers in the raw data 

(blue line). The outliers will harm the convergence of 

the network. The outliers need to be removed from the 

raw data to improve the accuracy of RNN. In this paper, 

the Tukey algorithm was used to remove outliers. First, 

calculating the quarter digit (
1

Q ) and three-quarters 

digit (
3

Q ) of the data array. Secondly, calculating the 

quartile space 
3 1

( )I Q Q= − . Finally, the value less 

than 
1

1.5*Q I−  or greater than 
3

1.5*Q I+  is regarded 

as outliers. The blue line is the raw data of D11J41 

crack, and the red line is the result of Tukey in Figure 3. 

It shows that the Tukey algorithm can remove outliers 

effectively. 

 

Figure 3. Results of the Tukey algorithm. The blue 

line is the raw data of D11J41 

After data filtering and standardization, we retained 

the data. Then, we divided data into three groups with 

80 training sets (6935 samples), six valid sets (595 

samples), and 3 test sets (169 samples), as is shown in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. Data sets 

Train samples Validate samples Test samples 

7130 620 169 

 

3.3.3 Impact Factor Analysis 

From equation 13, it can be seen that the crack 

opening is related to the surrounding stress. But for the 

concrete dam, what are the factors related to the stress? 

We use the tree integration model XGBoost [46] 

algorithm to evaluate six measurement factors, 

upstream water level, downstream water level, crack 

temperature, environment temperature, upstream, and 

downstream water level difference, environment and 

crack temperature difference.  

Table 3 shows evaluation results where Crack-temp 

is the accompanying temperature of the crack. Up-

stream is the water level upstream of the reservoir. 

Down-stream is the water level downstream of the 

reservoir. Env-temp is the ambient temperature. Water-

diff is the difference between the water level upstream 

and downstream. Temp-diff is the difference between 

ambient temperature and crack temperature. 

Table 3. The feature importance of the crack opening  

Feature
Crack-

temp 
Upstream Downstream

Env-

temp 
Water-diff

Temp-

diff 

Influence 35.57% 17.99% 11.69% 10.71% 12.25% 11.79%
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It can be seen that all the six features have an impact 

on the change of crack opening. The impact of Crack-

temp is the largest (35.57%). The second is the 

Upstream, 17.99%. Next is the Water-diff,12.25%. 

Then, the Temp-diff is 11.79%. 

3.4 Metrics 

The prediction of concrete cracks is a linear 

regression problem. The prediction accuracy of the 

linear regression problem can be determined from two 

aspects. 

(1) Whether the shape is the same, that is, the linear 

correlation between the predicted value and the real 

value.  

(2) Whether the two curves overlap. 

Firstly, we use the Pearson correlation coefficient to 

evaluate the predicted results. Then, we proposed the 

Overlap Rate (OR) to evaluate the overlap. 

3.4.1 Pearson Correlation Coefficient 

Pearson correlation coefficient formula (17-18). 

 
,

(( )( ))cov( , ) r p

r p

r p r p

E R PR P μ μ
ρ

σ σ σ σ

− −

= =  (17) 
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2 2

2 2( ) ( )
( )( )
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R R
R P
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Σ Σ
Σ −

=

Σ Σ
Σ − Σ −
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where R is the array of real values. P is the array of 

predicted values. M is the array length. R is the array 

of actual values. P is the array of predicted values. 

Pearson coefficient is defined as: “The covariance 

cov(R, P) between array R and array P divided by the 

product of their respective standard deviations 
r p

σ σ  

is the Pearson correlation coefficient 
,r p

ρ  between 

array R and array P”. 
,

[0,1]
r p

ρ ∈ , 
,

0
r p

ρ =  means 

there is no correlation between the two arrays.  

3.4.2 Overlap Rate 

According to the linear regression characteristics, 

we proposed the OR of the real curve and the predicted 

curve. We set the objective function of the linear 

regression problem as formula 19. 

 ( )
t t
y f x=  (19) 

where 
0 1 2 1
, , ,

m
t t t t t

−

= ……  is the time. 
t
x  is the input 

feature array at the time t. 
t
y  is the output array at the 

time t. We defined the OR as: “If the predicted curve is 

positively correlated with the real curve, in 
0 1

[ , ]
m

t t t
−

∈ , 

the predicted function integral minus the true function 

integral, and then we divide by the absolute value of 

the true function integral”.  

It is shown in formula 22 below.  
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where m is the number of continuous predictions. 

[0, 1]mα ∈ − . 
,r p

δ  can be calculated as 
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where R
y  is the real value at time t. P

y  is the 

predicted value at the time t. m is the sequence length. 

,

[0,1]
r p

δ ∈ , if 
,

1
r p

δ = . 
,

0
r p

δ =  when there is no 

overlap between two curves. 

Hence, in this paper, Pearson’s correlation between 

the predicted value and real value was used to evaluate 

the linear correlation. The 
,r p

δ  was used to evaluate 

the agreement between the predicted curve and the 

actual curve. Therefore, the definition of Linear 

Regression Accuracy (LRA) we proposed is shown as  

 
, , ,

(1 )
r p r p r p

γ βδ β ρ= + −  (23) 

where 
, ,

[0,1], 0
r p r p
r r =  means prediction accuracy is 0. 

,

1
r p
r =  means the prediction accuracy is 100%. 

[0,1]β ∈  is the weight coefficient. 
,r p

δ  is the overlap 

rate, which is used to represents the overlap area of the 

two curves. 
,r p

ρ  is the Pearson correlation coefficient, 

which is used to quantify the morphological similarity 

of two curves. β  can be set according to the actual 

situation. In this paper,  β  is set to 0.5. 

4 Experimental Results 

4.1 Model Training 

The inputs of RNN is a 3-dimensional (N, W, F) 

array, where N is the number of training sequences, W 

is the length of the sequence, and F is the number of 

features of each sequence. According to the conclusion 

of section 3.2.4, we selected the input features: 

historical crack opening, crack temperature, upstream 

water level, temperature difference, and water level 

difference. So, the number of input features is 5. The 

output is the crack opening. Therefore, the dimension 

of the output data is 1. Our goal is to use the historical 

data from the first ten months to predict the crack 

opening in the 11th month, So the sequence length 

(window size) is 10. The input array of our model is 

(N,10,5).  
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Then, We used the training sets to train three models 

of crack opening with the three schemes. Figure 4 

records the curve of the train and the validate loss of 

scheme A in the training process. It can be seen from 

the figure that with the decrease of the error, the 

validate loss became smaller and smaller. With the 

increase of epoch, the validate loss is stable at about 

0.02. It shows that the trained model can meet the 

requirements. 

 

Figure 4. The loss function of scheme A curve during 

training  

4.2 Results Analysis  

Crack D11J41, D11J42, and D11J52 are the test data 

sets. The crack opening of test data sets is predicted by 

using the trained model. The precision of each crack is 

calculated according to formula 22. Table 4 shows the 

test results of scheme A. Table 5 shows the test results 

of scheme B. Table 6 shows the test results of scheme 

C.  

Table 4. The test results of scheme A  

Crack Overlap (%) Pearson (%) Accuracy (%)

D11J41 98.57 99.22 98.89 

D11J42 89.79 91.92 90.85 

D11J51 96.35 98.75 97.55 

Average 94.90 96.63 95.76 

Table 5. The test results of scheme B  

Crack Overlap (%) Pearson (%) Accuracy (%)

D11J41 89.04 99.09 94.07 

D11J42 89.21 93.81 91.51 

D11J51 96.35 99.21 94.91 

Average 91.52 97.37 93.64 

Table 6. The test results of scheme C  

Crack Overlap (%) Pearson (%) Accuracy (%) 

D11J41 89.77 99.23 94.50 

D11J42 89.63 95.68 92.65 

D11J51 88.66 98.94 93.80 

Average 89.35 97.95 93.65 

From Table 4 to Table 6, we can know that the 

highest accuracy is scheme A. And, the precision of 

scheme A is about the same as that of scheme B. It 

shows that the composite structure of LSTM and GRU 

can play better performance of RNN in the model of 

dam crack. Figure 5 to Figure 7 show the results of 

scheme A. The figures show that the predictive curve 

is good agreement with the real curve. The figures also 

confirm the results of Table 4. It shows that the LRA 

can evaluate the regression accuracy effectively. 

 

Figure 5. D11J41 predicted the results of scheme A 

The raw data of crack D11J41 began in September 

1986 and ended with 186 times in December 1994. 

After data alignment, only one set of valid values was 

retained every month. So, 82 months of data from 

January 1988 to December 1994 were retained for 

training. During the test, the crack opening of the back 

72 months was predicted. Figure 5 shows the predicted 

results of crack D11J41. From Figure 5, It can be seen 

from the results that there is a highly linear correlation 

between the predicted curve and the real curve. 

According to table 4, the prediction LRA is 98.89%. 

The Pearson coefficient is 99.22%. The OR is 98.57%. 

The results indicated that the predicted curve is the 

same as the actual curve exactly. 

The raw data of crack D11J42 began in September 

1986 and ended with 122 times in March 1992. After 

data alignment, only one set of valid values is retained 

each month, so 51 sets of data are used for actual 

training. During the test, the crack width over the next 

41 months was predicted. Figure 6 shows the predicted 

results of crack D11J42. It can be seen that the 

predicted curve is almost the same as the actual curve. 

According to table 4, the prediction LRA is 90.85%. 

The OR is 89.79%. The Pearson coefficient is 91.92%.  
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Figure 6. D11J42 predicted results of scheme A 

The actual recorded data of crack D11J51 began in 

January 1988 and ended with 132 times in June 1993. 

After data alignment, 66 months of data were retained 

for training. During the test, the crack opening of the 

back 56 months was predicted. Figure 7 shows the 

comparison between the real value and the predicted 

value of crack D11J51, where the real value of the blue 

line and the predicted value are shown in orange. The 

predicted curve and the real curve is correlated highly. 

According to table 4, the prediction LRA is 97.55%. 

The Pearson coefficient is 98.75%. The OR is 96.35%. 

 

Figure 7. D11J51 predicted results of scheme A 

5 Conclusion 

This paper introduced RNN to train the model of the 

dam crack in the field of hydraulic engineering. We 

trained a crack opening model of the concrete dam 

with the crack data of Longyangxia Dam, and predict 

the crack opening of the 11th month with the historical 

data of 10 months. XGBoost algorithm was used to 

analyze the feature importance of crack influencing 

factors. The results showed that the four factors 

influence crack opening: crack temperature, upstream 

water level, the difference between upstream and 

downstream water level, and the difference between 

environment and crack temperature. Next, we proposed 

LRA to evaluate the accuracy of the linear regression 

problem. The LRA can evaluate the regression 

accuracy effectively. Then, the Longyangxia Dam 

crack data were used to train the crack model. Finally, 

the LRA was used to evaluate the model test results. 

The experimental results proved the effectiveness of 

RNN in dam crack modeling.  
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